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This paper is part of a program to study Alperin's weight conjecture and Dade's
ordinary conjecture on counting characters in blocks for several finite groups. The
local structures of radical subgroups and certain radical 3-chains of a Ree group of
type F are given and the conjectures and a conjecture of Olsson are confirmed for4
the group when the characteristic of the modular representation is distinct from
the defining characteristic of the group. Q 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite group, r a prime, R an r-subgroup of G, and let
 .  .  .C R s C R and N s N R . Then R is a radical r-subgroup of G ifG G
  ..  .R s O N R , where O K is the largest normal r-subgroup of a finiter G r
 .  .group K. A pair R, w is called a weight if w g Irr N is an irreducible
character of N which is trivial on R and in an r-block of defect 0 of NrR.
 .  .A weight R, w is always identified with its G-conjugates. A weight R, w
 .Gis called a B-weight for an r-block B of G if B s B w , that is, B
 .  .corresponds to B w under the Brauer correspondence, where B w is the
w xblock of N containing w. Alperin in 1 conjectured that the number of
B-weights for a block B of G should equal to the number of irreducible
Brauer characters in B.
 .Let B be a block with a defect group D and k B, 0 the number of
w xirreducible characters of height 0 in B. It was conjectured by J. Olsson 16
 . < w x < w xthat k B, 0 F Dr D, D , where D, D is the commutator subgroup
of D.
w xRecently, Dade in 6 has presented an ordinary conjecture expressing
the number of irreducible characters of B with a fixed height in terms of
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the numbers of irreducible characters of related heights in related blocks
BX of certain r-local subgroups of G. In this paper we confirm the three
2  2 .conjectures for the Ree Groups F q when r / 2. Alperin's weight4
 w x.conjecture also holds when r is 2 see 1 .
In Section 1 we fix some notation and state Dade's ordinary conjecture.
In Section 2 we describe local structures of radical r-subgroups of G s
2  2 .F q and verify Olsson's conjecture. In Section 3 we verify Alperin's4
weight conjecture. In Section 4, we first simplify the family of radical
 . 0 .r-chains R G to get a G-invariant subfamily R G when r s 3, and then
0 .determine the local structures of radical r-chains in R G . In Section 5
we prove Dade's ordinary conjecture for G. It turns out that the
Alperin]McKay and the Brauer height conjectures imply Dade's ordinary
conjecture when an r-block of G has a non-cyclic abelian defect group.
1. DADE'S ORDINARY CONJECTURE
w x  .We shall follow the notation of Dade 6 . In particular, Blk G is the set
 .  .of all r-blocks of a finite group G, D B a defect group of B g Blk G ,
 .and Irr B is the set of irreducible characters of B. Given an r-subgroup
chain
C : P - P - ??? - P 1.1 .0 1 n
< <  .  .  .define C s n, C C s C C s C P , andG G n
N C s N C s N P l N P l ??? l N P . 1.2 .  .  .  .  .  .G 0 1 n
For 0 F k F n, denote by C and C k, respectively, the kth initial and finalk
subchains
C : P - P - ??? - P ,k 0 1 k
C k : 1 - P - ??? - P , 1.3 .kq1 n
of C. Note that the definition of the kth final subchain C k does not agree
w xwith that on 6, p. 191 . The chain C is radical if it satisfies the following
two conditions:
a P s O G and b P s O N C .  .  .  . .0 r k r G k
 .for 1 F k F n. Denote by R s R G the family of all radical r-chains
of G.
 .  .Given B g Blk G , C g R, and integer d G 0, let k B, d be the number
 .   . < .    ..of characters of Irr B of height d, and Blk N C B s b g Blk N C :
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G 4   . .b s B , and let k N C , B, d be the number of characters in the set
GIrr N C , B , d s c g Irr N C : B c s B , and d c s d , .  .  .  . .  . 4
1.4 .
 .  w  .x .where d c is the defect of c see 6, 5.5 for the definition . We can now
w xstate Dade's ordinary conjecture 6, Conjecture 6.3 .
 .Dade's Ordinary Conjecture. If O G s 1 and B is an r-block of Gr
 .with defect d B ) 0, then for any integer d G 1,
< <Cy1 k N C , B , d s 0, 1.5 .  .  . .
CgRrG
where RrG is a set of representatives for the G-orbits in R.
2. RADICAL SUBGROUPS
2 2 mq1 2  2 .Let r be an odd prime, q s 2 for some m G 0, and let G s F q .4
If X and Y are groups, then X ? Y denotes an extension of X by Y and
X i Y denotes a splitting extension of X by Y. Given an integer n G 1,
we denote by D a dihedral group of order 2n, S the symmetric group on2 n n
n letters, 31q2 n an extraspecial group of order 31q2 n and exponent 3, andq
Z or simply n a cyclic group of order n.n
w xBy 17, Theorem 3.1 , G contains 11 conjugacy classes of maximal tori
wwith the representatives T , . . . , T . Their structures are given by 17, p.1 11
x  .10 see also Table I .
 .  4  .  .2A If T g T , T , then N T , T i Z ? S .6 7 4 4
2  .  .Proof. If m s 0, then G s F 2 and T s T g Syl G is a Sylow4 7 5
w x  .5-subgroup, so that by 20, p. 533 , N s N T s T i 4 ? S . If m G 1, then4
w  .x 2  .by 14, Main Theorem 12 , G contains a subgroup H s F 2 . As shown4
w x  .in the proof of 14, Proposition 1.3 , Q g Syl G is abelian of rank 2 and5
 .  .  .  .C Q is a maximal torus. If R s V Q , then R , Z = Z , C R s C Q ,1 5 5
and R is determined uniquely up to conjugacy in G. We may suppose
 .  .   .. wR F H and N R s R i 4 ? S . So N R F N C Q , and by 17, TableH 4 H G
x  .  4 <   ..  . <III we may suppose C Q g T , T as N C Q rC Q G 96. Thus6 7 G
2 2’ .C Q s T or T according to whether 5 divides q y 2 q q 1 or q6 7
’  .  .q 2 q q 1. In the former case m ' 1 mod 4 or m ' 2 mod 4 . In the
 .  .  .  .latter case m ' 0 mod 4 or m ' 3 mod 4 . Since C Q l H s C R sH
  ..  .R, it follows that N C Q s C Q i 4 ? S . Thus, if m s 4k q 1 orG 4
 .4k q 2 for some k, then N T s T i 4 ? S . If m s 4k or 4k q 3 forG 6 6 4
 . 2 wsome k, then N T s T i 4 ? S . But NrT is independent of q by 17,G 7 7 4
x  .Table III , so N s T i 4 ? S . This proves 2A .4
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TABLE I
 .   ..  .t C t N C t rC t Conditionsi G i G G i G i
t G 10
2 2 . 2t B q = Z Z m G 11 2 q y1 2
2 . 2t L q = Z Z m G 12 2 q y1 2
2 2t T , Z = Z D m G 13 1 q y1 q y1 16
2 .t SU q Z4 3 2
2 . 2t L q = Z Z m G 15 2 q q1 2
2 2t T , Z = Z Z = Z m G 16 2 q y1 q q1 2 2
2 2 . 2t B q = Z Z m G 17 2 q y 2 qq1 4’
2 2t T , Z = Z Z = Z m G 18 3 q y1 q y 2 qq1 2 4’
2 2 . 2t B q = Z Z9 2 q q 2 qq1 4’
2 2t T , Z = Z Z = Z m G 110 4 q y1 q q 2 qq1 2 4’
4t T , Z Z = Z m G 111 5 q q1 4 4
2 .2t T , Z 4 ? S m G 212 6 q y 2 qq1 4’
2 .2t T , Z 4 ? S m G 113 7 q q 2 qq1 4’
2 .  .2t T , Z GL 3 m G 114 8 q q1 2
4 2t T , Z Z m G 115 9 q yq q1 6
4 3 2t T , Z Z m G 116 10 q y 2 q qq y 2 qq1 12’ ’
4 3 2t T , Z Z17 11 q q 2 q qq q 2 qq1 12’ ’
 .  .Two semisimple elements x, y g G are equi¨ alent if C x and C yG G
w xare conjugate in G. Write x for the equivalence class containing x. By
w x17, Theorem 3.2 , G has 18 equivalence classes with representatives,
 .   ..  .t , . . . , t , and the structures of C t and N C t rC t are given in0 17 G i G G i G i
 w x.Table I see 17, Table IV; and 14, Proposition 1.3 and Main Theorem .
w xBy 6, Theorem 9.1 , the Alperin weight conjecture and Dade's ordinary
conjecture both hold for a block with cyclic defect groups. Thus we
suppose a Sylow r-subgroup of G is non-cyclic, and so r divides q8 y 1.
Let r a be the exact power of r dividing q8 y 1, and let e be the sign
2 2’chosen so that r divides either q q e 2 q q 1 or q q e . Here for
simplicity, we always identify q2 q e with q2 q e1.
 . 2  2 .  .2B Let R be a radical r-subgroup of G s F q , N s N R , and4 G
 .  .C R s C R . Then up to conjugacy the following holds:G
 .  .  . w x   ..a R is cyclic, D R s C t for some t g t , R s O C R , and NG i r
 4is gi¨ en by Table I, where i is an integer such that i g 0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9 .
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 .  .  .b R is non-cyclic abelian, C R s T is a maximal torus, R s O T ,r
 4and N is gi¨ en by Table I, where T g T , T , T , T .1 6 7 8
 . 2q1  .  .  .c r s 3, R , 3 F C t , and C R s Z R , Z . Moreo¨er, Gq G 4 3
contains exactly one or two conjugacy classes of subgroups isomorphic to 31q2q
according to whether a s 1 or a G 2. In the latter cases, denote by E and EX
the representati¨ es of G-classes of R. Then
 :¡ Q , r if a s 1,8~ :Sp 3 , r if a G 2 and R s E, .NrR , 2.1 .2
X¢Sp 3 if a G 2 and R s E , .2
 :.  .where r is an in¨olution in N t _C t and Q is a quaternion group ofG 4 G 4 8
order 8.
 .  . < < 4  .  .d r s 3, R g Syl G with R G 3 , C R s Z R , Z , and NrR3 3
, Z = Z .2 2
  ..Proof. If R is cyclic, then R s O C t for some t given by Table I andr
  ..  .  .   ..R s O C R . Thus a holds. If Z R is non-cyclic, then C Z R s Tr
 .  .for some non-cyclic maximal torus T of G, so that R s Z R s O T . Ifr
 .Z R is cyclic and R is non-cyclic, then R is non-abelian, so that r s 3.
Since G has only one conjugacy class of elements of order 3 with a
 .  :.representative t , we may suppose t g Z R and so N F N t s4 4 4
 2 .  :. w xSU q i Z . Thus R is radical in N t . By 11, Theorem A , we can3 2 4
 2 .  2 mq1.regard SU q i Z as a maximal subgroup of G 2 . The radical3 2 2
 2 . w3-subgroups of SU q i Z and their local structures are given by 2,3 2
 . .  .  .x  .  .1E d , 1F and 1G . This implies c and d .
U 2  2 . ULet G be the dual group of G s F q . Then G , G and we shall4
w xidentify them. The block structures of G were given by 15, Bemerkung 1 .
  ..Let s be a semisimple element of G, and let E G, s be the set of the
irreducible constituents of Deligne]Lusztig generalized characters associ-
 . Xated with the G-class s . If s is an r -element, then let
E G, s s E G, sy , .  . .  .Dr
y
  ..X   ..and let E G, s be the subset of characters in E G, s with non-zeror r
 .defects, where y runs over all the r-elements of C s .G
 . 2  2 .  .2C Let G s F q and Let B s B G be the principal block of G.4 0 0
Suppose B is an r-block of G with a non-cyclic defect group D and B :
  ..E G, s .r
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 .   ..X < 2 w x w xa B s E G, s except when r q y 1 and s g t j t , in whichr 0 1
  ..X X Xcase E G, s is a union of three blocks B , B , and B such thatr 1 2 s
 X .  X .  .2D B , D B , O Z , and B s B has non-cyclic defect groups.1 2 r q y1 s
 .  .b Let T be a maximal torus of G containing C D , and b an r-blockG
G   .. Xof T such that b s B, and let b : E T , x for some semisimple r -elementr
w x w x w x w xx of T. Then x g s . Moreo¨er, if s g t j t j t , then x is conjugate0 1 2
to s in G.
 .  .c We may suppose s g T. Let l B be the number of irreducible
 . <   . . <Brauer characters in B. If B / B , then l B s Irr N T rT . Suppose0 C  s.G
B s B . Then0
9 if r s 3,¡
2<7 if r q y 1,~l B s . 2<8 if r q q 1 and r / 3,¢ 4<16 if r q q 1.
 . w  .  .x  .Proof. Part a follows by 15, Bemerkung 1 b and c and b follows
w xby 15, Korollar and a direct calculation.
 .  .c The calculations of l B are similar; we given details for the principal
 . <  . <block B and a sketch for other blocks. If k B s Irr B , then0
k B s l B q l b y , 2.2 .  .  .  . . 
y/1  .b y
where y runs over the representatives for the conjugacy G-classes of
 .   . < .non-trivial r-elements of D and b y runs over the blocks of Blk C y B .G
 .  .The number k B can be computed by a . If y is a non-trivial r-element
 .of G and r / 3, then by Table I, C y s K = K , where K gG 1 2 1
2 2 2 2 2 ’  .  . 4  4B q , L q , Z and K s Z for n g q " 1, q " 2 q q 1 . Thus2 2 n 2 n
 .  .  .a block b y of C y has a decomposition b y s b = b for someG 1 2
  ..blocks b and b of K and K , respectively. In particular, l b y s1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .l b l b s l b . Moreover, b has a cyclic defect group O Z , so that1 2 1 1 r n
 .  .  .l b is the number of b -weights. Thus l B is determined by 2.2 . If1 1
 .  .  2 .r s 3, then either C y s K = K or C y s SU q , where K andG 1 2 G 3 1
 .  .K are given above. In the former case a block b y of C y has the2 G
  ..same decomposition as above and l b y can be calculated similarly. In
  .. w xthe latter case l b y is either given by 9 or can be calculated by an
 .equation similar to 2.2 .
< 2Suppose B s B , so that s s 1. If r q q 1 and y is a non-trivial0
 .   2 . 42r-element, then by Table I, we may suppose C y g L q = Z , TG 2 q q1 8
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or
C y g L q2 = Z 2 , T , SU q2 .  .  . 4G 2 q q1 8 3
 .  2 . 2according to whether r / 3 or r s 3. If C y s L q = Z , thenG 2 q q1
1 a :.  .  .N y rC y , Z , so that G has exactly r y l conjugacy classes ofG G 2 2
such elements y, where l s 1 or 3 according to whether r / 3 or r s 3.
 .  .For each such G-class y , C y has two irreducible unipotent characters.G
 .  :.  .If C y s T , then N y rT , GL 3 . Let V be the subset ofG 8 G 8 2
 .  .  2 .  .2elements x g O T such that C x , L q = Z . Then GL 3r 8 G 2 q q1 2
 .permutes V. The stabilizer of x under the action of GL 3 is a cyclic2
 .group of order 2, so the GL 3 -orbit of x contains 24 elements, since2
1 a  . .  .GL 3 : Z s 24. As shown above G has r y l conjugacy classes of2 2 2
 .  .such x and each class has a representative in O T , so that O Tr 8 r 8
 a . < <  a .contains 12 r y l such elements x and V s 12 r y l . If r s 3, then
U   ..  4V s V O T _ 1 contains 8 elements, all of them are G-conjugate1 3 8
 .  2 . Uand C z , SU q for each z g V . Thus G has exactlyG 3
1 2 a ar y 12 r y l y ¨ . .48
 .conjugacy classes of r-elements y with C y s T , where ¨ s 1 or 9G 8
 .  .according to whether r / 3 or r s 3. For each such G-class y , C y hasG
only one irreducible unipotent character.
 .  2 .If C y s SU q , then r s 3 and G has only one class of suchG 3
 .elements y, and C y has 3 irreducible unipotent characters. Moreover,G
w xby 12, p. 374 , B has 8 or 11 irreducible unipotent characters according to
whether r / 3 or r s 3. It follows that
1a 2 a ak B s r y l q r y 12 r y l y ¨ q u , 2.3 .  .  .  . .48
where u s 8 or 14 according to whether r / 3 or r s 3. Given an r-ele-
 .  .  .  2 .ment y of G, let b y be the principal block of C y . If C y s L qG G 2
  ..  2 .2= Z , then l b y s 2, since the principal block of L q has twoq q1 2
 .   ..  .  2 .weights. If C y s T , then l b y s 1. If r s 3 and C y s SU q ,G 8 G 3
w x   ..  .then by 9, Theorem 4.5 , l b y s 5. Thus the right hand side of 2.2 is
equal to
1a 2 a al B q r y l q r y 12 r y l y ¨ y w , 2.4 .  .  .  . .48
where w s 0 or 5 according to whether r / 3 or r s 3. In the former case
 .  .l B s u s 8, and in the latter case l B s 14 y 5 s 9.
2  .If r does not divide q q 1, then the proof of c is similar to above and
the calculations are straightforward. This completes the proof.
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Remark. Let B s B be the principal 3-block of G. Using the proof of0
 .  .2.3 , we can also calculate the number of characters in Irr B with a fixed
height and then get the following equation
1 2 a aq1¡ 3 q 12 ? 3 y 21 if d s 2 a and a G 2, .48
9 if d s 2 a q 1,~k G, B , d s .0 3 if d s 2 and a G 2,
5 if d s 2 a s 2 and a s 1,¢
0 otherwise.
2.5 .
 . 2  2 .2D Let B be an r-block of G s F q with a defect group D. Then4
 . < w x <k B, 0 F Dr D, D and the equality holds when D is non-abelian.
Proof. If D is abelian, then D is generated by two elements of D, so
 . < < w x w xthat k B F D by 8, Theorem VII.10.13 . In this case Dr D, D s D and
 .  . w xk B, 0 s k B by 15, Bemerkung 5 . If D is non-abelian, then r s 3 and
 .  . < w x <B s B . It follows by 2.5 that k B, 0 s 9 s Dr D, D . This completes0
the proof.
3. WEIGHTS
The notation and terminology of Section 2 are continued and we shall
 .use the following notation in the rest of this section. Let B g Blk G with
 .   .. XD s D B such that B : E G, s for some semisimple r -element s g G,r
 .  .  .  .and let R, w be a B-weight. In addition, let C R s C R , N s N R ,G G
 .and B w the block of N containing w. Let u be an irreducible con-
< 0  . .stituent of the restriction w of w, Irr N u , u the set of irreducibleCR.R
 .characters of the stabilizer N u of u in N which cover u and which have
 .  .defect 0 as characters of N u rR, and let b be a block of C R R
containing u . Then b has a defect group R and the canonical character u .
G w xIn addition, b s B, so that by 8, Lemma V.6.1 , we may suppose
Z D F Z R F R F D. 3.1 .  .  .
In particular, R s D whenever D is abelian.
 . 2  2 .3A Let G s F q and let B be an r-block of G with a non-cyclic4
 .  .defect group D. Then the number W B of B-weights equals the number l B
of irreducible Brauer characters in B.
 .  .Proof. 1 Suppose D is abelian, so that R s D. Thus C R is maximal
 4  .torus T for T g T , T , T , T , R s O T , and NrT is given by Table I.1 6 7 8 r
 . X XGSo C R has a unique N-class of blocks b such that b s B, and
 . < 0  . . <W B s Irr N u , u .
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Suppose B s B is principal. Then u is the trivial character, so that0
 .  .N u s N. By Table I, r and N : T are relatively prime as r / 3. Thus
< 0  . . < <  . <  .Irr N u , u s Irr NrT . If TsT or T , then NrT,D or GL 3 ,1 8 16 2
<  . <  4and Irr NrT s 7 or 8, respectively. If T g T , T , then NrT , Z ? S .6 7 4 4
2  . w xLet H s F 2 be a subgroup of G and H, H the commutator group of4
 .  .H. As shown in the proof of 2A , NrT , N W rW, where W is a SylowH
w x  .  .5-subgroup of H. By 5, p. 541 , N W s W i K with Z K s Z ,w H , H x 4
where K s Z ? A . Using a presentation of K given by Conway and Wales4 4
w x5, p. 542 , we have that K has 6 linear characters, 6 irreducible characters
<  . < wof degree 2, and 2 of degree 3. So Irr K s 14. By 14, Main Theorem
 .x 2  2 .10 , M s B q X Z is a maximal subgroup of G containing T , and by2 2
w x 2  .  .2 2 219, Theorem 9 , N T rT s Z = Z , so that N T rT s ZB q .= B q . 4 4 M 42 2
XZ is a Sylow 2-subgroup of L s 4 ? S . Using Clifford theory and the2 4
 .result of Irr K , we have that L has 4 linear characters, 4 irreducible
characters of degree 3, 6 of degree 2, and 2 of degree 4. In particular,
<  . <Irr L s 16.
w  .xSuppose B / B . A proof similar to that of 7, Lemma 5.7 c shows that0
 .  .   ..  .N u s C s l N C R . It follows that u has an extension to N uG G
< 0  . . < <   .  .. <and so Irr N u , u s Irr N u rC R .
 .  .2 Suppose D is non-abelian, so that r s 3 and B s B . By 2B ,0
  . 4   . X 4R g O T , S or R g O T , E, E , S according to whether a s 1 or3 8 3 8
 .a G 2, where S g Syl G . If R is non-abelian, then we may suppose3
 2 mq1.  2 mq1.R F G 2 , since a Sylow 3-subgroup of G 2 is isomorphic to a2 2
 2 .  . w  .  .xSylow 3-subgroup of SU q . By 2B and 2, 1E and 1G , the local3
 2 mq1.structures of R in G and in G 2 are the same, so that G has 7 such2
w  .x  .  .  .B-weights by 2, 3A . If R s O T , then C R s T and NrC R ,3 8 8
 .  . GL 3 , so that NrC R has two irreducible characters the Steinberg2
. < 0 . <characters of defect 0 and so Irr N, u s 2, where u is the trivial
 .  .character of C R . It follows that G has 9 B-weights. This proves 3A .
2  2 .4. RADICAL r-CHAINS OF F q4
The notation and terminology of Sections 1 and 2 are continued in this
section.
< 2   .. Xa aSuppose r G 5. If r q y 1, then let Z s O C t and Z sr r G 1 r
  .. aO C t . In the remaining cases, let Z be a representative for the onlyr G 2 r
G-class of radical subgroups of order r a, and set Z a s ZX a. Let t be ar r
maximal torus of G containing either Z a or ZX a such that the r-rank of Tr r
 .a ais 2, and let Z = Z s O T . Define radical r-chainsr r r
C 1 : 1 - Z a - Z a = Z a , . r r r 4.1 .
X
a a aC 2 : 1 - Z - Z = Z . . r r r
 .  . 2So C 1 s C 2 when r does not divide q y 1.
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 :  .a aSuppose r s 3. Let Z s t F T and Z = Z s O T . Define3 4 8 3 3 3 8
radical 3-chain of G as
C 1 : 1 - Z - Z a = Z a . 3 3 3
 .  .  .and set C 1 s C 2 . By 2B , each non-trivial radical 3-subgroup is conju-
gate to one of the subgroups Z , Z a, Z a = Z a, E, EX, and S, where3 3 3 3
  ..  .aZ s O C t and S g Syl G .3 3 G 5 3
 .  .Given i s 1, 2 and k s 0, 1, 2, let C i; k s C i except when r s 3,k
 .  . aO T s T , and k s 2, in which case let C i, 2 be the 3-chain 1 - Z =3 8 8 3
 .  .1aZ - S. In addition, let C i; 3 s C i . Thus3
C 1; 0 s C 2; 0 : 1, C 1; 1 : 1 - Z b .  .  . r
1 - Z b - Z a = Z a if O T / T , .r r r 2 8 8C 1; 2 : .  a a1 - Z = Z - S if O T s T , .3 3 3 8 8
C 1; 3 s C 2; 3 : 1 - Z a = Z a , C 2; 1 : 1 - ZX b .  .  .r r r
C 2; 2 : 1 - ZX b - Z a = Z a r / 3 , 4.2 .  .  .r r r
where b s 1 or a according to whether r s 3 or r G 5.
0 .  . 0 .Denote by R G the G-invariant subfamily of R G such that R G
 .contains the following representatives for the G-orbits in R G :
¡ C 1; 0 , C 1; 1 , C 1; 2 , C 1; 3 , C 2; 1 , C 2; 2 4 .  .  .  .  .  .
2<if r q y 1,0 ~R G rG s .
C 1; 0 , C 1; 1 , C 1; 2 , C 1; 3 4 .  .  .  .¢
otherwise.
4.3 .
 . 0 .Then R G s R G when r G 5.
 .  .  .  .4A a If B g Blk G with defect d B ) 0, and if d is a non-negati¨ e
integer, then
< < < <C Cy1 k N C , B , d s y1 k N C , B , d , .  .  .  . .  . 
0 .CgR G rG  .CgR G rG
0 .  .where R G rG is gi¨ en by 4.3 .
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 .b Suppose r G 5. Then
¡ 2 2Z i Z = Z i Z .  .q y1 2 q y1 2
2<if C s C 1; 2 and r q y 1, .
2 2Z i Z = Z i Z .  .q qe 2 q qe 2
2<if C s C 2; 2 and r q q e , .
2 2Z i Z = Z i Z .  .’ ’q qe 2 qq1 4 q qe 2 qq1 4
4<if C s C 1; 2 and r q q 1, .
2 2
2B q = Z i Z .  .2 q y1 2
2<if C s C 1; 1 and r q y 1, .~N C , . 2
2L q = Z i Z .  .2 q qe 2
2<if C s C 2; 1 and r q q e , .
2 2
2B q = Z i Z .  .’2 q qe 2 qq1 4
4<if C s C 1; 1 and r q q 1, .
2 2Z = Z i H .q qe q qe
2<if C s C 1; 3 and r q q e , .
2 2Z = Z i 4 ? S . .’ ’q qe 2 qq1 q qe 2 qq1 4
4¢ <if C s C 1; 3 and r q q 1, .
 .  .  .where N C s N C , and H , D or GL 3 according to whether e s yG 16 2
or q.
 .c Suppose r s 3. Then
¡ 2 2Z = Z i D if C s C 1; 2 , . .q q1 q q1 12
~ 2 2Z = Z i GL 3 if C s C 1; 3 , .  .N C ,  . . q q1 q q1 2
2¢SU q i Z if C s C 1; 1 . . .3 2
 .  .Proof. a Suppose r s 3. Let C be a chain given by 1.1 , R s P , and1
< <  .W s P . If R s Z and C G 2, then W is a radical subgroup of N R ,2 3 G
 2 .  .   ..SU q i Z . If Z W is cyclic, then R s V Z W and W is a radical3 2 1
 .   ..subgroup of G. If Z W is non-cyclic, then W F C Z W , T and soG 8
 .W , O T is also a radical subgroup of G.3 8
 .Conversely, suppose W is a radical subgroup of G contained in N R .G
 .  .  .a aIf W s Z = Z , then C W s T and N W s N T , T ir r G 8 G G 8 8
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 . w x  .GL 3 . It follows from the proof of 14, Proposition 1.2 , that V W is2 1
 .the underlying space of GL 3 , so that the stabilizer of the line R , F in2 3
 .  .GL 3 is isomorphic to the Borel subgroup D of GL 3 . Thus2 12 2
N 1 - Z - Z a = Z a rT , D , 4.4 .  .G 3 3 3 8 12
 .a aand hence W s Z = Z is a radical subgroup of N R if and only if3 3 G
 .  .a aO T / T . If W ` Z = Z , then W is a radical subgroup of N R3 8 8 r r G
 .  .with N W F N R .G G
 X 4aSuppose P s S or P g Z , E, E , S according to whether a s 1 or3
  .. X  .a G 2. Let Q s V Z P and let C be a radical 3-chain given by 1.11
with P s P. Then Q , Z is a radical subgroup of G. Let CY be the1 3
3-chain
CY : 1 - Q - P - P - ??? - P . 4.5 .1 2 n
Y  .  X.  Y .Then C g R G and N C s N C . ThusG G
k N CX , B , d s k N CY , B , d 4.6 .  .  . .  .
for all 3-blocks B and all integers d, so that the contributions of CX and CY
 .  ain the alternating sum 1.5 is zero. So we may suppose P g Z , Z =1 3 3
4a aZ , and moreover, if P s Z , then P is abelian and P ` Z . If3 1 3 2 2 r
 .  .O T s T , then the remaining G-orbits in R G have representatives3 8 8
 .given by 4.3 .
 . X Y  .a aSuppose O T / T . Let C : 1 - Z = Z - S and C : 1 - Z S -3 8 8 r r
X Y  .  X.  Y .  .a aZ = Z - S. Then C , C g R G , N C s N C , and 4.6 holds.r r G G
 .  .Thus the remaining G-orbits in R G have representatives given by 4.3 ,
 .and this proves a .
 . < <  .  .   ..  .b If C s 1, then N C s N P s N C P , and b followsG G 1 G G 1
2  2 .by Table I. Now M s B q X Z is a maximal subgroup of G,2 2
2  . 2  .2 2 2 2N Z , Z i Z , and N Z , Z i Z . So2 B q qe qq1 q qe qq1 4 2 B q y1 q y1 22 22q . 2q .
 .  .2 2the rest of b follows by N Z , Z i Z .L q qe q qe 222q .
 .  .  .  .  .c Let C s C 1; 2 . If O T / T , then N C is given by 4.4 . If3 8 8
 .  .O T s T , then SrT is a Sylow 3-subgroup of GL 3 and its normal-3 8 8 8 2
 .  .izer in GL 3 is isomorphic to D , so that N C , T i D . The rest of2 12 8 12
 .  .c is clear. This proves 4A .
5. THE PROOFS OF DADE'S CONJECTURE
The notation and terminology of Sections 1, 2, and 4 are continued in
this section.
 . 2  2 .5A Let B be an r-block of F q with a non-cyclic abelian defect4
group D. Suppose r G 3. Then Dade's ordinary conjecture holds for B.
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 . XProof. 1 Suppose r G 5. Let C and C be the r-chains such that either
 X.   .  ..  X.   .  .. < X < < <C, C s C 1; 1 , C 1; 2 or C, C s C 2; 1 , C 2; 2 . Then C s C q
1. In addition, let
2 2¡
2B q , Z i Z . /2 q y1 2
2<if r q y 1 and C s C 1; 1 , .
2
2L q , Z i Z . .2 q y1 2
2<if r q y 1 and C s C 2; 1 , .~K , K s . 21 2 2
2B q , Z i Z . /’2 q qe 2 qq1 4
4<if r q q 1,
2
2L q , Z i Z . .2 q q1 2¢ 2<if r q q 1.
 .  X.  .  .  .Then N C s K = K and N C , N R = K , where N C s N C ,1 2 K 1 2 G1
 X.  X.  .  .   . < .  .N C s N C , and R g Syl K . If b C g Blk N C B , then b CG 1 r 1
 .  .s b = b for some blocks b g Blk K and b g Blk K , and hence1 2 1 1 2 2
 .  .  .   ..D b , D b , R , since D B , D b C . By the Brauer First Main1 2 1
 . XTheorem, N R has a block b with a defect group R corresponding toK 1 1 11
  .. X   ..b under the Brauer correspondence. If w b C s b = b , then w b C1 1 2
  X. < .   . < .g Blk N C B and the correspondence w from Blk N C B to
  X. < .  .Blk N C B is a bijection. Since D b is cyclic, the Alperin]McKay1
 w x.conjecture has an affirmative answer for b cf. 8, p. 171 , so that1
 .  X .k b , 0 s k b , 0 . Since the Brauer height conjecture also has an affirma-1 1
2  2 .  2 .  .  .tive answer for both B q and L q , it follows that k b s k b , 0 .2 2 1 1
 .  X .Since N R s R i Z is solvable, every character in Irr b has heightK 1 1 m 11
 w x.  4  .zero by a result of Fong cf. 8, p. 170 , where m g 2, 4 . So k b s1
 .  X .  X .k b , 0 s k b , 0 s k b and1 1 1
k b C s k b C , 0 s k b CX s k b CX , 0 , .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
 X.   ..   . .   X . .where b C s w b C . It follows that k N C , B, d s k N C , B, d for
all integers d G 0. It suffices to show that
k G, B , d s k N C 1; 3 , B , d . 5.1 .  .  . . .
 .  .  .  .If C s C 1; 3 , then C C is a maximal torus T and N C s N T sG
 .   . < .   .4N D . By the Brauer First Main Theorem, Blk N C B s b C , whereG
 .   ..   .. w xb C g Blk N C with D b C s D. By 15, Korollar , the Brauer height
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conjecture and Alperin]McKay conjecture both hold for G, so that
 .  .   . .  .k B s k B, 0 s k b C , 0 . Similarly, since N C is solvable, it follows
  ..   . .  .that k b C s k b C , 0 . Thus 5.1 holds.
 .  .  .  .  .2 Suppose r s 3, so that C 1 s C 2 and D , O T . If O T3 8 3 8
s T , then a root block of B is principal, so that B is principal and8
 .  .D g Syl G , which is impossible. Thus O T / T . By Brauer's First3 3 8 8
   .. < .  4  .Main Theorem Blk N C 1; 3 B s b , where D b , D. A proof similar
 .  .  .  .to above shows that k B s k B, 0 s k b s k b, 0 .
 . X  .  .  2 .  X.Let C s C 1; 1 and C s C 1; 2 . Then C C s SU q , C C s3
 .  2 .  X.  .T , N C s SU q i Z , and N C s T i D . It follows from 3.18 3 2 8 12
  . < .   X. < .that we may suppose each block of Blk N C B and of Blk N C B has
 .  X.a defect group D. Since N D s N C , the Brauer correspondenceNC .
  . < .   X. < .induces a bijection between Blk N C B and Blk N C B . It then suf-
fices to show that
k b C s k b C , 0 s k b CX , 0 s k b CX , 5.2 .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
 X .NC .  .   . < .where b C s b C g Blk N C B .
 .  2 .  2 .View N C s SU q i Z as a maximal subgroup M of G q . So3 2 2
 X.  .  . X  X.2N C s N T s N T . Let b be a root block of b C , so thatM 8 G q . 82
X  .  X.  . w  .  .xb g Blk T with D b s O T . It follows from the proof of 2, 3B 58 3 8
 X . Xthat the inertia group N b of b is T . By a result of Fong and Reynolds8
w x  X.8, Theorem V.2.5 , the induction from T to N C induces a bijection8
 X.   X..  X.   X..  X.between Irr b and Irr b C . So k b s k b C . But N C and T are8
 X .  X.   X ..   X . .solvable, so k b , 0 s k b and k b C s k b C , 0 .
  2 ..  .  2 .Let z be a generator of Z SU q , so that C z s SU q . Let b3 G 3 D
 . CG z . Xbe a root block of b C and b s b . Then b and b are conjugateD D
 .under G, since they both are root blocks of B. In particular, N b s TD 8
 X.  . SU2q 2 . .and k b s k b . The Deligne]Lusztig functor "R u with suit-D T8
 .able sign " induces a height preserved bijection between Irr b andD
 .  w x.  .  .  .  .Irr b cf. 4, Corollary 7.3.5 . Thus k b , 0 s k b s k b s k b, 0 .D D
 2 .  .Finally, the induction from SU q to N C induces a bijection between3
 .   ..  .  2 .Irr b and Irr b C , since r g N C _SU q can be regarded as a field3
 2 .  .   ..automorphism of SU q of order 2. It follows that k b s k b C s3
  . .  .  .k b C , 0 and 5.2 holds. This proves 5A .
 . 2  2 .5B Let G s F q and r s 3. Then Dade's ordinary conjecture holds4
for the principal block B s B .0
0 .  .  .  .Proof. For each C g R G , let N C s N C , and b C sG 0
  ..   . < .   .4B N C , so that Blk N C B s b C .0 0
 .  .  :.  2 .  .Let C s C 1; 2 . Then N C s N t s SU q i Z , and N C1 G 4 3 2
 .2 2s T i D , where T s Z = Z . Regard N C as a maximal sub-12 q q1 q q1 1
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 2 .  .  .2group of G q . Then N C s N T and the action of D on T is2 G q . 122
w x  .  .given by 2 . Let f be an isomorphism from T to Irr T such that T , s
  .. w x  .corresponds to T , f s under the correspondence of 12 . Let b T be0
the principal block of T , so that
b T s f s : s g O T 4 .  .  .0 3
 .  .  .  .and N C stabilizes b T . Given j g Irr T , let N j be the stabilizer of0
 .  .  .2j in N C . Suppose j s f s and s s s = s for some s g O Z .1 2 i 3 q q1
 .Let r be a generator of Z D , and s and t elements of D such that12 12
< < < <  :  . X2s s 3, t s 2, and s , t s N T rT , S . If t is an involution ofSU q . 32
 . X  :D _ Z D , then we may suppose, by conjugation, that t g r, t since12 12
 :  . X wr, t g Syl D . Thus t s t or rt . It follows from the proof of 2,2 12
 .x3B that
< <¡D if s s 1,12
< <S if s s 3 and s s s ,3 1 2~ : < <N j rT , 5.3 .  .t if s s s and s / 1, 3,1 2
y1 : < <rt if s s s and s / 1,2 1¢
1 otherwise.
 .If N j rT , D , then j is the trivial character of T , so s s 1 and12
 .Irr D has 4 linear characters and 2 characters of degree 2.12
 .  :  .  2 . w xIf N j rT s s , t , S , then C s , SU q and s g t . Since3 G 3 4
r y1 r  r.  y1 . y1t s t for all t g T , it follows that j s f s s f s s j and
  ..  .Irr b T has exactly one N C -class of such characters j . Moreover, j0
 .has an extension to N j .
 .  : < <If N j rT s t , then s s s = s with s s s and s / 1, 3. But2 2 1 2
1 a :.  :   ..  .  .N t s r, t , so Irr b T has 3 y 3 N C -classes of charactersD 0 212
  ..   ..j and each class contains 6 characters of Irr b T . Thus Irr N j has0
3a y 3 linear characters covering such characters j .
1 a :.  :   ..  .  .Similarly, since N rt s r, t , Irr b T has 3 y 1 N C -D 0 212
 .  :classes of characters j such that N j rT s rt and each class contains
  ..6 characters of Irr b T .0
  .. 2 a  .Since k b T s 3 , it follows by 5.3 that the number of characters j0
  ..  . 2 a  a .  a .in Irr b T such that N j s T is 3 y 3 3 y 3 y 3 3 y 1 y 3.0
  ..By Clifford theory, Irr b C has 4 linear characters, 4 characters of0
1a a a 2 .  .  .degree 2, 1 of degree 4, 3 y 3 q 3 y 1 of degree 6, and 3 y 312
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of degree 12. It follows that
21 a a a¡ 3 y 3 q 3 y 1 q 3 y 3 if d s 2 a, .12~k N C , B , d s . . 9 if d s 2 a q 1,¢
0 otherwise.
5.4 .
 .  .  .  . 2Let C s C 1; 3 . Then N C s N T s T i GL 3 , where T s ZG 2 q q1
 2 .  .2 2=Z . Regard T as a subgroup of SU q i Z . So N T sq q1 3 2 SU q .i Z3 2
 .  .   ..  :T i D F N C . Thus Z D s Z GL 3 s y I . In particular, r s12 12 2 2
  ..yI in the notation above. If W g Syl GL 3 , then W is semidihedral2 2 2
4  : < < < < y1of order 2 . Thus W s X, Y , where X s 8, Y s 2, and YXY s yX .
 k k 4So W s X , X Y : 0 F k F 7 . If Q is a proper non-cyclic subgroup of W,
w xthen Q is either a quaternion or dihedral subgroup by 10, Theorem 5.4.3 .
 .  .  4   ..  .So Z Q s Z W s I , yI . For each j g Irr b T j s f s for some2 2 0
 . w  .x  .s g O T . As shown in the proof of 2, 3B , yI g N j if and only if3 2
2  .  .   ..s s 1, so that s s 1 and N j s N C . Suppose j g Irr b T and0
 .  .s / 1. Then yI f N j , and a Sylow 2-subgroup P of N j rT is cyclic.2
 : < <  :We may suppose P F W. If P s g and g G 2, then g g X or
k  .  :.  :g s X Y for some k. In the former case V P s V X s y I ,1 1 2
k 2  .kand this is impossible. So g s X Y, g s y1 I , and k is even. Thus2
< < <  . <  4g s 2 and N j rT g 1, 2, 3, 6 .
 .  :Suppose N j rT contains an element s of order 3. Then s g
  .. wSyl GL 3 , and we may suppose s g D . As shown in the proof of 2,3 2 12
 .x < <   2 ..3B , s s s = s with s s s and s s 3, so that s g Z SU q . More-1 2 1 2 3
 .  :over, t g N j for some involution t g D , and s , t , S . Thus12 3
 .  :  . <  . <N j rT s s , t , and j has an extension to N j . So N j rT g
 4  . <  . <1, 2, 6 and N j rT , S if N j rT s 6. It follows that3
¡GL 3 if s s 1, .2
< <S if N j rT s 6, .3~N j rT , .
< <Z if N j rT s 2, .2¢
1 otherwise.
 .and j has an extension to N j . In particular, the number of characters
  .. <   . . <in Irr b C covering j is Irr N j rR .0
 .  .Suppose N j s N C , so that j is the trivial character. Note that
  ..Irr GL 3 contains 2 linear characters, 3 of degree 2, 1 of degree 4, and 22
of degree 3.
 .  .  :Suppose N j rT , S . We may suppose j s f s with s s3
  2 ..   ..  .Z SU q , and Irr b T has exactly one N C -class of such characters3 0
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  . .  .j . But GL 3 : S s 8, so the N C -class contains 8 characters of2 3
  ..   ..Irr b T . It follows by Clifford theory that Irr b C has 3 characters of0 0
height 0 covering such characters j .
 .Suppose N j rT , Z generated by t , so that t is non-scalar in2
 .  .GL 3 . But GL 3 has only one conjugacy class of such involutions, so we2 2
 .may suppose that t g D _ Z D . As shown above we may suppose12 12
1 a< <   ..  .  .s s s and s / 1, 3. In addition, Irr b T has 3 y 3 N C -classes of1 2 0 2
  ..such characters j , and each class contains 24 characters of Irr b T .0
  .. aThus Irr b C contains 3 y 3 characters of height 1 covering such0
characters j .
 .   .. 2 a  a .Suppose N j s T. Then Irr b T contains 3 y 12 3 y 3 y 9 such0
1 2 a a  ..   . .characters, so that Irr b C contains 3 y 12 3 y 3 y 9 characters0 48
covering such characters j , all of height 1. It follows that
1a 2 a a¡2 q 3 y 3 q 3 y 12 3 y 3 y 9 . .48
if d s 2 a,~9k N C , B , d s 5.5 .  . .
if d s 2 a q 1,
0¢
otherwise.
 .  .  2 .Let C s C 1; 1 , so that N C s SU q i Z . If b is the principal3 2 0
 2 .  .block of SU q , then b C covers b . Suppose a G 2. The structure of3 0 0
w xb is given by Geck 9, Theorem 4.5 . Let r be an involution of0
 .  2 .N C _SU q , so that we may suppose r is the field automorphism of3
 2 .order 2 on SU q and r stabilizes b .3 0
2 ay1 .  .First of all, we consider the subset Irr b of characters of Irr b0 0
w xwith height 2 a y 1. In the notation of 9, Theorem 4.5 ,
Irr 2 ay1 b s x k , ¨ . : 0 F k F 2, 1 F ¨ F 2 . . 2 2 2 50 q q1. q y1.r3
aq1  2 .Let s be a semisimple element of order 3 in the unitary group U q .3
 .  6.  2 .2Then C s is a Coxeter torus L s U q of U q . The irreducibleU q . 1 33
 2 .  . <  2 . < X  2character x of U q labelled by s, 1 has degree U q : L s q q2s 3 3
.2 2 .  .1 q y 1 , where 1 is the trivial character of L. Moreover, x s "R ss L
U3q
2 . r h r  2 .for some sign ", where R s R . Since x s x for all h g U q ,L L s s 3
we may suppose r also induces an automorphism of L, so that x r ss
 r. X r"R s . If G and G are elementary divisors of s and s , respectively,L
 . X q 2 .then G w s 0 if and only if G w s 0 for some w in an extension field
 .  . yq 2 . q 4.4of F . If G w s 0, then G s X y w X y w X y w , so thatq
 q 2 . < < aq1 r  2 .G w / 0 as w s 3 . Thus s and s are not conjugate in U q , so3
  2 .  ..  2 .rthat x / x . Since E U q , 1 is the principal block of U q ands s 3 3 3
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  2 .  .. < 2 < 2rx g E U q , 1 , it follows that the restrictions x and xSU q . SU q .s 3 3 s s3 3
are characters of the principal block b . By the degrees of characters in0
 . < < 2rIrr b , x and x are reducible, so that each has threeSU q. SU q .0 s s3 3
 . wirreducible constituents in Irr b by the same proof as that of 18,0
x < 2 < 2rCorollary 4.8 . In particular, by Clifford theory x / x .SU q . SU q .s s3 3
Since x r s x r , it follows that r induces a bijection between the threes s
< 2 < 2   ..rirreducible constituents of x and of x , so that Irr b CSU q . SU q .s s 03 3
has 3 characters of height 2 a y 1.
0 .  .Now we consider the subset Irr b of characters of Irr b with height0 0
w x0. In the notation of 9, Theorem 4.5 ,
Irr 0 b s x , x 4 2 , x 6 , x k . , k s 0, 1, 2 . . 2 4 2 50 1 q yq q q y1. q yq q1.r3
So r stabilizes x , x 4 2 , and x 4 . Let t s t = t = t be an element of1 q yq q 1 2 3
 2 . < < a  . X2 2 2U q such that t s 3 and C t is a torus T , Z = Z =3 U q . q q1 q q13
Z 2 . Then we may suppose r stabilizes T X and t r s ty1 for all t g T X. Aq q1
proof similar to above shows that x r s x y1 , where x and x y1 aret t t t
  2 ..  .  y1 .characters of Irr U q labelled by t, 1 and t , 1 , respectively. In3
 2 . 4 2 .y1addition, both characters x and x have degree q y 1 q y q q 1 .t t
< 2Since the irreducible constituents of the restrictions x andSU q ..t 3
< 2  . < 2y1x are characters of Irr b , it follows that x is reducibleSU q . SU q .t 0 t3 3
 .for some class t . Since b has exactly 3 irreducible characters of degree0
 2 . 4 2 .q y 1 q y q q 1 r3, it follows that
< 2 < 2y1x s xSU q .. SU q .t t3 3
and r permutes the 3 constituents. Since r is an involution, r stabilizes at
  2 .  :.  2 .   2 ..least one constituent. But U q i r rSU q Z U q , S , so r3 3 3 3
< 2stabilizes exactly one irreducible constituent of x . It follows that rSU q .t 3
0 .   ..stabilizes exactly 4 characters in Irr b , so that Irr b C contains 90 0
characters of height 0.
1 . w xFinally, we consider the set Irr b . In the notation of 9, Theorem 4.5 ,0
2q q 1¨ , w .1 u. u.Irr b s x , x , x : u , ¨ , w , . 4 2 2 4 2 2 4 20 aq yq q1 q q yq qq. q y1. q yq q1. 53
1a a ay1 .  .  .so that k b , 1 s 2 3 y 1 q 3 3 y 1 . Let t be a 3-element in0 2
 2 .  .  2 .  2 .2U q such that C t , U q = U q , and let x and x be3 U q . 2 1 t  t, St .3
  2 ..  .  .characters of Irr U q labelled by t, 1 and t, St , respectively, where St3
2  .  . 4 22is the Steinberg character of degree q of C t . Then x 1 s q y qU q . t3
 . 2 4 2 .q 1 and x 1 s q q y q q 1 . By the degrees of characters in t, St.
 . < 2 < 2Irr b , both restrictions x and x are irreducible. ASU q . SU q .0 t  t, St.3 3
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proof similar to above shows that x r s x y1 and x r s x y1 . Thust t  t, St.  t , St.
r < 2 < 2 r < 2 < 2y1 y1x sx and x sx . It follows by theSU q . SU q . SU q . SU q .t t  t, St.  t , St .3 3 3 3
 2 . w x < 2 < 2y1character table of SU q 9, Table 3.1 that x / x andSU q . SU q .3 t t3 3
< 2 < 2y1x / x . Thus r does not stabilize each character ofSU q . SU q . t, St.  t , St.3 3
 . 4 2 2 4 2 .Irr b with degree q y q q 1 or q q y q q 1 .0
 2 .  .2A proof similar to above shows that if t g SU q such that C t3 U q .3
X r  .  2 . 42 2 2 y1s T , Z = Z = Z , then x s x and x 1 s q y 1 qq q1 q q1 q q1 t t t
2 .  .  .Xy q q 1 , where x s "R t . Since Irr b has exactly 3 characters oft T 0
 2 . 4 2 .  2 .degree q y 1 q y q q 1 r3, it follows by Clifford theory that U q3
 .  .  2 . q 2 . 4 2has exactly one such class s such that x 1 s q y 1 q y 1 q y qs
. < 2 rq 1 and x is reducible. In particular, x s x and s sSU q .s s s3
 y1 4  .  4 w x < 22diag x, x , 1 for some x g O Z _ 1 . By 13, p. 164 , x sSU q .3 q q1 t 3
SU3q
2 . . Y X  2 .  .  X .  2 .Y"R t , where T s T l SU q . So t / t in SU q impliesT 3 3
< 2 < 2  y1 4 X  y1 4Xthat x / x , where t s diag z, z , 1 , t s diag y, y , 1 ,SU q . SU q .t t3 3
X 1 a .  .  .  .  .and t / s / t . Thus Irr b contains 3 y 3 characters of degree0 2
12 4 2 a . . q y 1 q y q q 1 stabilized by r. Moreover, r stabilizes exactly 32
11 a a ay1.  .  .  .  .y 3 characters in Irr b . Since k b , 1 s 2 3 y 1 q 3 3 y 1 , it0 0 2
  ..follows that Irr b C contains0
1 1 1 1a a ay1 a a2 3 y 1 q 3 3 y 1 y 3 y 3 q 2 3 y 3 .  .  .  . . .2 2 2 2
1a a as 3 y 1 q 3 y 3 3 q 9 .  .  .12
  . .   . .characters of height 1. Thus k b C , 0 s 9, k b C , 2 a y 1 s 3,0 0
1a a a  . .  .  . .   . .k b C , 1 s 3 y 1 q 3 y 3 3 q 0 , and k b C , h s 0 for h f0 012
 40, 1, 2 a q 1 .
Suppose a s 1. A proof similar to above shows that r stabilizes 4
 .   . .characters of height 0 in Irr b , and none of height 1. So k b C , 0 s 90 0
  . .and k b C , 1 s 5. Thus0
k N C , b , d . .
1a a a¡ 3 y 1 q 3 y 3 3 q 9 if d s 2 a and a G 2, .  .  .12
9 if d s 2 a q 1,~s 3 if d s 2 and a G 2,
5 if d s 2 a s 2 and a s 1,¢
0 otherwise.
5.6 .
 .  .  .  .  .Now 5B follows by 5.4 , 5.5 , 5.6 , and 2.5 . This completes the proof.
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